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Artist Statement:
Visionary Prelude is an exploration of the relationship between sound and vision. Personally, this is a piece that embodies the intersection of my major areas of study: computer science, psychology, and graphic design. In terms of technical implementation, Visionary Prelude makes use of computer code to generate vivid motion graphics and map patterns of variation in response to sound. From a psychological standpoint, the different densities and movements of particles throughout Visionary Prelude represent the distinct developmental stages from birth to growth to decay, especially in the senses such as vision and hearing. The interconnectedness of nodes or particles visually resembles the neural connections that facilitate biological development. This theme of sensory development also gives rise to the outline of the graphic as the iris of an eye.

Technical Statement:
I used Processing, an open-source programming language by Ben Fry and Casey Reas to implement the animations in Visionary Prelude. I used the external audio library Minim to extract information about the audio input files, as well as the AudioPlayer library to create a sound buffer linking the audio’s movement to the graphics’. Trigonometric equations were used to calculate appropriate values.

1. Initial Experimentation
Experimented with the “eye” graphic on a smaller scale and altered the values of mathematical equations to generate variation.
2. Sound Visualization

As shown below, the graphics vary in response to the audio input. Processing enables a direct mapping between the music's volume and the extent to which the graphic expands.

```javascript
void draw () {
  fill(0, 0);
  stroke(1, 50);
  rect(0, 0, width, height);
  translate(width/2, height/2);
  stroke(1, 50);
  for (int k = 0; k<mySound.bufferSize(); k++) {
    float x = (r)*cos(k+2)/mySound.bufferSize();
    float y = (r)*sin(k+2)/mySound.bufferSize();
    float y2 = (r)*mySound.left.get(k+1)*sin(k+2)/mySound.bufferSize();
    line(x, y, x2, y2);
    beginShape();
    noFill();
    stroke(1, 50);
    for (int j = 0; j<mySound.bufferSize(); j++) {
      float y2 = (r)*mySound.left.get(j)*sin(j+2)/mySound.bufferSize();
      vertex(x2, y2);
    }
    endShape();
  }
  for (int t = 0; t < mySound.bufferSize() - 1; t++) {
    float angle = sin(t)/5;
    float x = mySound.left[t] * angle;
    float y = angle;
  }
}
```
3. Gallery Plan
A mock exhibition where Visionary Prelude invites audience into a space that projects the graphics onto the wall and plays music in synchronization.